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1. SUMMARY 

It is currently almost impossible to conceive a VDI deployment without Application Virtualization. The 
management benefits of Application Virtualization are real and proven, especially within centrally 
hosted virtualized desktops. By isolating/virtualizing applications and streaming these on demand, a 
much more dynamic and flexible delivery of applications is possible in comparison to classic MSI 
installations. Typically, when a VDI deployment needs to support many applications, Application 
Virtualization becomes a key component to its long term success. 

Besides all the Application Virtualization benefits there are some down-sides as well. Some of these are: 
not all applications can be virtualized, interaction between applications can be a challenge and there is 
an overhead on the system resources such as CPU, Memory, storage. 

The primary goal of Project Virtual Reality Check phase IV is to investigate the overall scalability impact 
of using Application Virtualization solutions within VDI.  The three biggest and most commonly used 
vendors in the VDI market space are investigated: Citrix Application Streaming, Microsoft App-V and 
VMware ThinApp. These three solutions were compared in different streaming configurations, and 
Office 2007 was virtualized together with other applications. 

Please note, Project VRC does not recommend virtualizing the Microsoft Office suite in practice. Because 
Microsoft Office is a large application suite, everyone needs Microsoft Office and a lot of other 
applications integrate or interact with Microsoft Office, it is considered a best practice to install 
Microsoft Office in the “master image”. However, virtualizing Office will help better understand the 
overall impact of application virtualization. There are only a few applications which are so intensive on a 
CPU, memory and disk IO level. Consequently, the results published in this whitepaper should be 
considered as a ‘worst-case’ scenario because the impact of the used application set will have maximum 
resource and performance impact in this VDI scenario. 

Depending on the use case scenario, Project VRC discovered that this impact can be significant. Test 
results show that Application Virtualization has impact on the VDI user density, which can be decreased 
by 20% to 45% when Office 2007 is completely virtualized. This should be considered as a worst case 
scenario. When only a couple of specific (business) applications is virtualized, the session density 
decreases by only 3 to 12%.   

In practice the Application Virtualization overhead will be highly dependent on how often virtualized 
applications are started, and how much file IO and registry access these virtualized applications 
generate: specifically the creation of the virtualization ‘bubble’/environment for the application can 
have a significant overhead.  

Both Microsoft App-V and VMware ThinApp are very close in overall performance overhead, resulting in 
very similar VSImax scores. However, Citrix Application Streaming overhead was considerably higher: 
the overhead is currently more than App-V and ThinApp. The highest VSImax score was achieved with 
ThinApp 4.6, where the ThinApp packages were locally stored in the VM image. From a disk I/O 
perspective VMware ThinApp showed the least overhead throughout the test. 

Interestingly, the response time of the file-open dialogue is much higher with Citrix Streaming, this 
clearly impacts VSImax results. Also, it is interesting to see how Application Virtualization is maturing, 
for instance ThinApp 4.6 clearly outperforms ThinApp 4.5 in our tests.  

The storage impact on read and write IO was also investigated and the general conclusion is that 
streaming applications will decrease the read IOs by 20% to 44% and increase the write IOs by 20% to 
44%. From a management point of view, choosing for demand application streaming as the delivery 
method brings considerable management benefits and will offload read I/O’s. However, the impact on 
write I/O’s should not be neglected. 

Project VRC highly recommends valuating the data in this document carefully. Project VRC realizes that 
there are always valid reasons not to use specific settings as mentioned in this paper. Real world VDI 
environments will always be different from the test-setup in the Project VRC labs. More importantly, 
Project VRC must emphasize that it is crucial to test and validate these optimizations in your own VDI 
deployment. 
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2. INTRODUCTION TO PROJECT VRC 

Welcome to “Project: Virtual Reality Check (VRC)”! 

If you are looking for an independent advise and a ‘Reality Check’ in relation to virtualizing Terminal 
Server and Desktop (VDI) workloads, if you are curious about the impact of different hypervisors and the 
performance differences with various hardware, if you are searching for best practices for your virtual 
Desktops and if you are curious about the performance impact of different Application Virtualization 
solutions within VDI … the different Project VRC whitepapers are a must read! 

PQR and Login Consultants started this unbiased and independent R&D project early 2009. The goal of 
Project VRC is to analyze the developments in the Application- and Desktop Virtualization market and to 
objectively present the results. All together over 1000 tests have been carried out (Q2-2011). 

In the haze of the extreme rate of innovation in the virtualization market and corresponding marketing 
promises this information is appreciated. Therefore we published our methods and conclusions in 
various whitepapers which can be downloaded from www.projectvrc.com  

2.1 PROJECT VRC OBJECTIVES  

The overall goal of Project VRC is to investigate, validate and give answers to the following questions 
and much more:  

 What is the true impact of innovations on a hardware and hypervisor level? 

 Which performance optimization on the host and guest virtualization level can be configured, 
and what is the impact of these settings on user density? 

 With the introduction of the latest hypervisor technologies, can we now recommend running 
large scale TS/CTX workloads on a virtualization platform? 

 How does a VDI infrastructure scale in comparison (virtualized) Terminal Server? 

 How do various Microsoft Windows Client OSes  scale as a virtual desktop? 

 How do x86 and x64 TS platforms compare in scalability on bare metal and in virtualized 
environments? 

 What is the best way to partition (memory and vCPU) the Virtual Machines on the hypervisor 
host, to achieve the highest possible user density? 

 What is the impact of the latest and greatest hardware on (virtualized) terminal servers and 
desktops? 

 What is the impact of adding extra ‘layers’ to a terminal server or (VDI) desktops, like 
application virtualization? 

Project VRC is not finished, and probably never will be. We look forward to evaluate new innovations in 
the hypervisor arena, hardware level, AntiVirus best practices and impact in VDI and Remoting 
Protocols. Project VRC publishes their findings on www.projectvrc.com. 

2.2 INTENDED AUDIENCE 

This document is intended for IT Managers, Architects, (Performance) Analysts, System Administrators 
and IT-Pros in general who are responsible for and/or interested in designing, implementing and 
maintaining virtualized Terminal Server and Virtual Desktop Infrastructures. 

  

http://www.projectvrc.com/
http://www.projectvrc.com/
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2.3 BETTER TOGETHER 

“...The two largest and most focused competitors in the Dutch Virtualization and Application Delivery 
market space are working together on Project: Virtual Reality Check...” PQR and Login Consultants 
started this joined-venture to share insights with the virtualization community with Project: Virtual 
Reality Check. There are several reasons for PQR and Login Consultants to execute this project together: 

 The Project leaders, Ruben Spruijt and Jeroen van de Kamp know each other for a long time 
from the virtualization community and share the same passion for these technologies.  

 Project VRC is a huge undertaking, PQR and Login Consultants individually do not have the 
resources, or time, to execute this project on their own. Thus is it logical to cooperate, share  
the workload and deliver the results together. 

 Both organizations share the same technical vision, which is critically important in complicated 
projects like these. 

2.4 VENDOR INVOLVEMENT 

All major vendors whose products are covered by Project: Virtual Reality Check, such as Citrix, Microsoft 
and VMware have been approached in advance to create awareness of Project VRC and discuss the 
results.  

2.5 CONTACT 

All information about Virtual Reality Check can be found at www.projectvr.com. Contact details are: 

PQR    Login Consultants 

Tel: +31 (0)30 6629729  Tel: +31 (0)20 3420280  

E-mail: info@pqr.nl   E-mail: info@loginconsultants.nl  

www.pqr.com  www.loginconsultants.com 

We try to provide accurate, clear, complete and usable information. We appreciate your feedback. If 
you have any comments, corrections, or suggestions for improvements of this document, we want to 
hear from you! Please send an email to Jeroen van de Kamp (j.kamp@loginconsultants.nl) or Ruben 
Spruijt (rsp@pqr.nl). Include the product name and version number, and the title of the document in 
your message. 

 

 

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS" 

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND 

FOR REFERENCE PURPOSES ONLY 

 

COPYRIGHT 2011, PQR & LOGIN CONSULTANTS 

 

IT IS NOT ALLOWED TO (PARTIALLY) PUBLISH OR DISTRIBUTE 
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http://www.projectvrc.com/
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3. ABOUT THE AUTHORS 

3.1 ABOUT LOGIN CONSULTANTS 

Technical innovations of the user infrastructure, like virtualization, can bring significant benefits in the 
areas of cost, flexibility, security, stability and license management. Because of the rapid development 
of the available technologies and the complexity and sensitivity of implementing these technologies, 
only the best-off-class specialists will be able to really achieve the benefits these innovations can bring. 

Login Consultants is an international IT service provider specialized in virtualization, migration, desktop 
deployment and application delivery. We are experts in these areas for the technologies of Microsoft, 
Citrix and VMware. The comprehensive services portfolio of Login Consultants is arranged around our 
three core activities: consultancy, implementation and support. With our services we help our 
customers to maximize the benefits from the technical innovations for traditional and hosted desktops, 
application virtualization, and server virtualization. 

Login Consultants has an experienced team with over one hundred consultants in The Netherlands, 
Belgium and Germany. Our consultants have accreditations from Microsoft, Citrix and VMware, and are 
regularly invited to speak at national and international events. They are involved as experts in online 
and printed IT publications and actively participate in relevant technical blogs. 

Login Consultants’ independence is emphasized by its own product Login Virtual Session Indexer. This 
unique testing and benchmarking tool predicts the impact on performance, of any intended change in 
Terminal Server, Citrix and VDI environments. Login VSI is especially designed to determine the optimal 
combination of solutions (and their configuration) for our customers. Login VSI is quickly evolving to 
become the global standard for SBC and VDI benchmarking. The tool is already used by Microsoft, Intel, 
HP, Dell, Cisco, EMC², Fujitsu, KPN and more. 

The innovative abilities of Login Consultants are also expressed by our suite of free software tools for 
SBC, App-V and ThinApp, which are used worldwide by thousands of organizations. Login Consultants is 
also the creator of Solution4, the #1 automation framework for the effective management of centralized 
Windows environments. 

3.2 ABOUT PQR 

PQR is THE specialist for professional ICT infrastructures with a focus on server & storage, virtualization 
and application & desktop delivery.  

PQR stands for simplicity, freedom and professionalism. We provide our clients with innovative ICT 
solutions that ensure that application availability and manageability are optimal. We have demonstrable 
references and a wide range of expertise in the field, as witnessed by our many high partner statuses 
and certifications.  

As a Trusted Advisor we inform our clients about new technologies that keep their ICT environments 
running even easier, creating optimal performance and information accessibility from any location or 
device. This not only applies to system administrators but also to users. By using application and desktop 
virtualization, for example, users experience the ease and speed of accessing applications and the 
associated data that they need. We therefore offer our clients an ICT environment that is manageable 
and well-organized and, above all, entails significant cost decreases, not only in management but also in 
energy consumption. In addition, these solutions contribute to a remarkable reduction of CO2 
emissions. In this way PQR provides medium and enterprise companies and institutions with an ICT 
infrastructure that is stable, flexible and ready for the future. 

PQR also has extensive experience in designing and implementing storage environments. Large storage 
environments have been our specialty for quite some time, and this ensures that we work efficiently. 
Our approach is clear for all processes. We begin with an inventory of needs and a preliminary 
examination. We carefully map out what is required in terms of functionality - naturally, taking future 
plans into consideration - and we give advice regarding necessary and feasible changes. During the 
entire project, from design to implementation, PQR takes responsibility for on-time delivery of projects 
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and for the end result. We usually do this fixed price with the associated guarantees. We call this 
‘simplicity in ICT'. And that is the PQR approach that delivers success - and has been doing so since the 
company's founding in 1990.  

PQR, founded in 1990, is headquartered in De Meern and counts over 100 employees. In fiscal year 
2009/2010 posted sales of € 70.4 million and a net after tax profit of € 2.5 million have been recorded.  

3.3 TEAM MEMBERS 

Sven Huisman, Consultant PQR 

Sven Huisman (1977) studied Information Management in Utrecht. He started his career as system 
engineer and meanwhile he has over 10 years of experience in the IT business. He is one of PQR’s 
technical Consultants, focusing on Application and Desktop Delivery, hardware and software 
virtualization. Sven advises, designs, implements and migrates advanced ICT-infrastructures. He is a 
Citrix Certified Enterprise Administrator (CCEA), a Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE) and a 
VMware Certified Professional (VCP). Sven is blogging about virtualization on VirtualFuture.info and was 
awarded as VMware vExpert in 2009 and 2010. To contact Sven directly send an email to shu@pqr.nl or 
follow him on www.twitter.com/svenh. 

Jeroen van de Kamp, CTO Login Consultants 

As Chief Technology Officer, Jeroen van de Kamp (1972) is responsible for defining and executing the 
technical strategy for Login Consultants. From the start, Jeroen has played a critical role in the technical 
growth and accreditation Login has accumulated over the years. He has developed several core 
solutions which allow Login Consultants to easily differentiate in the infrastructure consulting market.  

Jeroen is also responsible for several well-known publications like the Flex Profile Kit, TCT templates & 
"The black hole effect". Because of his contribution to the technical community van de Kamp is 
recognized as a thought-leader in the application delivery industry and has become a residential speaker 
for seminars like BriForum, Citrix Solution Summit and many others. He is one of the 25 members 
worldwide who participate in the exclusive "Citrix Technology Professional" program. Jeroen is still 
engaged with strategic key accounts for Login Consultants, defining and realizing an all-encompassing 
strategy for the application, desktop and server delivery infrastructures. Previous to his position as CTO 
at Login Consultants Jeroen held positions as Infrastructure Architect at Login Consultants; IT Consultant 
at QFace ICT and IT specialist at ASG de Veer. To contact Jeroen send an email to 
j.kamp@loginconsultants.nl or follow him on www.twitter.com/thejeroen. 

Ruben Spruijt, Technology Officer PQR 

Ruben Spruijt, born in 1975, studied Computer Science and started his career as a Systems Engineer at 
A-Tree Automatisering. He has been working as a Solutions Architect at PQR since 2002.  

Focusing on Server and Storage, Virtualization and Application Delivery solutions, PQR implements and 
migrates advanced ICT-infrastructures and has achieved the highest certifications of its most important 
partners: HP Preferred Partner Gold, Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, Citrix Platinum Solution Advisor, 
VMware Premier and Consultancy Partner. In his job, Ruben is primary focused on Application and 
Desktop Delivery, hardware and software Virtualization. Ruben has been awarded the Microsoft Most 
Value Professional (MVP), Citrix Technology Professional (CTP), VMware vExpert and RES Software Value 
Professional (RSVP) titles.  

At various local and international conferences Ruben presents his vision and profound knowledge of 
‘Application and Desktop Delivery’ and Virtualization solutions. He is initiator of PQR’s conceptual 
modes of ‘Application and Desktop Delivery solutions’ and ‘Data and System Availability solutions’ and 
originator of www.virtuall.eu, the solutions showcase of PQR. He has written several articles that have 
been published by professional magazines and informative websites. To contact Ruben directly send an 
email to rsp@pqr.nl or follow him on www.twitter.com/rspruijt.  

Special thanks 

A BIG thanks to community members: Falko Graefe and Jurjen van Leeuwen for their valuable feedback! 

http://virtualfuture.info/
mailto:shu@pqr.nl
http://www.twitter.com/svenh
mailto:j.kamp@loginconsultants.nl
http://www.twitter.com/thejeroen
mailto:rsp@pqr.nl
http://www.twitter.com/rspruijt
mailto:f.graefe@loginconsultants.de
mailto:%20jurjen@leodesk.no
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4. THE LOGIN VSI BENCHMARK 

For Project VRC, the Login Virtual Session Indexer (Login VSI 3.0) methodology was used. Login VSI is a 
benchmarking methodology which calculates index numbers based on the amount of simultaneous 
sessions that can be run on a single physical machine, running either bare metal or virtualized operating 
systems. To keep the results representative it is imperative that identical tests are run on different types 
of systems. Therefore, Login VSI does not allow any customization of the load scripts while the 
commercial version allow to use different workloads including customer specific applications. 

Login Virtual Session Indexer can be downloaded from: www.loginvsi.com. 

VSI focuses on how many users can run on the system while maintaining acceptable response times. VSI 
is similar to investigating the maximum amount of seats on the bus, airplane or lifeboat by trial and 
error. This is the “Virtual Session Index (VSIMax)”. On Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI)  and Server 
Based Computing (SBC) with Remote Desktop Services (RDS) workloads this is a very valid and useful 
information. This index simplifies comparisons and makes it possible to understand the true impact of 
configuration changes on hypervisor host or guest level. 

Login VSI is a product independent benchmark which is specifically designed for VDI and SBC 
environments. With Login VSI it is possible to perform different load test scenarios: 

 Benchmark the maximum active session/desktop capacity (VSIMax) of a single server 

 Perform a stability/soak/stress test for a longer period on a single server 

 Determine the maximum active session/desktop capacity (VSIMax) of a group of servers (a 

site/block/farm/enclosure) 

 Perform a stability/soak/stress test for a longer period on a group of servers (a 

site/block/farm/enclosure) 

4.1 LOGIN VSI OVERVIEW 

Login VSI 3.0 consists of 4 components: 

 Active Directory Domain Controller for user accounts and standard policies 

 A file share for central configuration and logging 

 Launcher workstations (Master and Slaves) to initiate the sessions 

 Target platform (VDI or SBC) where the user load script are installed and performed 

VSI Launcher

 VSI Launcher

 VSI Analyzer 

 ICA / RDP / Other client

Target machine

 User simulation scripts

 Office 2003/2007/2010

 Adobe Reader

Active Directory

 VSI Users and Groups

 VSI Policy

VSI Share

 Log Files

 Log File archives

 Logoff mechanism

 

http://www.loginvsi.com/
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4.2 LOGIN VSI 3.0 WORKLOAD 

The standard VSI workload is the only workload available in VSI Express and also is available in VSI PRO.  

 This workload emulates a medium knowledge worker using Office, IE, PDF and Java/FreeMind. 

 Once a session has been started the workload will repeat (loop) every 14 minutes. 

 During each loop the response time is measured every 2-3 minutes. 

 The medium workload opens up to 5 applications simultaneously. 

 The keyboard type rate is 160 ms for each character. 

 Approximately 3 minutes of idle time is included to simulate real-world users. 

Each loop will open and use: 

 Outlook 2007, browse 10 messages. 

 Internet Explorer, one instance is left open (BBC.co.uk), one instance is browsing to Wired.com, 
Lonelyplanet.com and a YouTube style video (480p movie trailer) is opened once every two 
loops.  

 Word 2007, one instance to measure response time, one instance to review and edit a 
document. 

 Bullzip PDF Printer & Acrobat Reader, the word document is printed and reviewed to PDF. 

 Excel 2007, a very large randomized sheet is opened. 

 PowerPoint 2007, a presentation is reviewed and edited. 

 Freemind, a Java based Mind Mapping application. 

4.3 WHAT’S NEW IN LOGIN VSI 3.0  

While the Project VRC phase I whitepaper is based on VSI 1.x, phase II is based on 2.x, and the Project 
VRC phase III and IV are based on Login VSI 3.0. What’s new in version 3.0? 

New standard workload called VSI, based on the original Medium workload: 

 Alternating between 2 medium workloads: one is with Flash video, the other without. Once a  

workload is finished, the other will start, alternating throughout the test.  

 The flash app GetTheGlass is replaced by the “Kick-Ass” 480p movie trailer in flash format (.flv)  

 Random start delay of max 15 second, to prevent workload synchronization 

 Automatic loop length adjustments: when the load is higher, normally the total loop length in-

creases: now automatically the pauses are decreased so the total loop length stays the same, 

even when the system approaches saturation. 

 FreeMind (an open source JAVA application) is added to the medium workload. 

 Updated the light, heavy & multimedia workloads to include all changes mentioned above 

Completely revised logging structure:  

 No more VSI_Log.xxxx, but SESSIONNUMBER_USERNAME_COMPUTERNAME.log 

 The Log files are now using comma delimited CSV formatting 

 Log files are now stored in VSI Share\ActiveTestName\Results 

 Active sessions are not based on sessions launched, but truly active (logged on) sessions 

Completely new analyzer, based on the MSchart add-on for .Net 3.5 sp1 

 Fully automatic analysis (including stuck sessions) 
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 Dynamic charting (right click on the chart to set axis) 

 Result selection and highlighting (similar to Windows Perfmon: right click in the lower window) 

 Detailed charting 

 Export Chart to PNG (other formats will follow) 

 Local Access database to cache analysis  

 The highest and lowest scores: the 2% top and bottom results will be removed from VSIMax 

calculation to lower noise in the results 

4.4 VSIMAX 

The philosophy behind VSI is different to conventional benchmarks. In general, most system 
benchmarks are steady state benchmarks. These benchmarks execute one or multiple processes, and 
the measured execution time is the outcome of the test. Simply put: the faster the execution time or the 
bigger the throughput, the faster the system is according to the benchmark.  

Login VSI is different in approach. VSI is not primarily designed to be a steady state benchmark 
(however, if you wish, VSI can act like one). VSI was designed to perform benchmarks for SBC or VDI 
workloads through saturation. VSI loads the system with simulated user workloads using well known 
desktop applications like Microsoft Office, Internet Explorer and Adobe PDF reader.  By gradually 
increasing the amount of simulated users, the system will eventually be saturated. Only by overloading a 
system it is possible to find out what its true maximum desktop capacity is. 

After a test is performed, the response times can be analyzed to calculate the maximum active 
session/desktop capacity. Within Login VSI this is calculated as VSIMax. If the system was not saturated 
during the test, it will not be able to calculate VSIMax. However, when the system was saturated during, 
it is possible to determine the maximum capacity. 

This VSIMax is the “Virtual Session Index (VSI)”. With Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) and Terminal 
Services (TS) workloads this is very valid and useful information. This index simplifies comparisons and 
makes it possible to understand the true impact of configuration changes on hypervisor host or guest 
level. 

4.4.1 Server side response time measurements 

It is important to understand why specific VSI design choices have been made. An important design 
choice is to execute the workload directly on the target system within the session instead of using 
remote sessions. The scripts simulating the workloads are performed as a compiled AutoIT script on 
every target system, and are initiated at logon within the simulated user’s desktop session context.  

An alternative to the VSI method would be to generate user actions client side through the remoting 
protocol.  Remoting protocols like Microsoft RDP and Citrix ICA/HDX support this. However, such 
solutions are complicated to build and maintain. These methods are never product and vendor 
independent. With every change on a protocol level or with every new remoting solution, VSI would 
need to be revised/expanded to support these changes. Even with a huge development budget, it is 
practically impossible to support every single remoting protocol. More importantly, some protocols 
simply do not have a method to script user actions client side.  

For Login VSI the choice has been made to execute the scripts completely server side with AutoIT. This is 
the only practical and platform independent solution, for a benchmark like Login VSI. The relative 
overhead and footprint of AutoIT is small enough (1-5% range) for Login VSI’s purposes. 

4.5 CALCULATING VSIMAX 

Typically the desktop workload is scripted in a 12-14 minute loop when a simulated VSI user is logged 
on. After the loop is finished it will restart automatically. Within each loop the response times of seven 
specific operations is measured in a regular interval: six times in within each loop. The response times of 
these seven operations are used to determine VSIMax. 
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The seven operations from which the response times are measured are: 

 Copy new doc from the document pool in the home drive 

o This operation will refresh a new document to be used for measuring the response 

time. This activity is mostly a file-system operation. 

 Starting Microsoft Word with a document 

o This operation will measure the responsiveness of the Operating System and the file 

system. Microsoft Word is started and loaded into memory, also the new document is 

automatically loaded into Microsoft Word. When the disk IO is extensive or even satu-

rated, this will impact the file open dialogue considerably.  

 Starting the “File Open” dialogue  

o This operation is handled for a small part by Word and a large part by the operating 

system. The file open dialogue uses generic subsystems and interface components of 

the OS. The OS provides the contents of this dialogue.  

 Starting “Notepad” 

o This operation is handled by the OS (loading and initiating Notepad.exe) and by the 

Notepad.exe itself through execution. This operation seems instant from an end-user’s 

point of view.  

 Starting the “Print” dialogue 

o This operation is handled for a large part by the OS subsystems, as the print dialogue is 

provided by the OS. This dialogue loads the print-subsystem and the drivers of the se-

lected printer. As a result, this dialogue is also dependent on disk performance.  

 Starting the “Search and Replace” dialogue  

o This operation is handled within the application completely; the presentation of the 

dialogue is almost instant. Serious bottlenecks on application level will impact the 

speed of this dialogue.  

 Compress the document into a zip file with 7-zip command line 

o This operation is handled by the command line version of 7-zip. The compression will 

very briefly spike CPU and disk IO.  

These measured operations with VSI do hit considerably different subsystems such as CPU (user and 
kernel), Memory, Disk, the OS in general, the application itself, print, GDI, etc. These operations are 
specifically short by nature. When such operations are consistently long: the system is saturated 
because of excessive queuing on any kind of resource. As a result, the average response times will then 
escalate.  This effect is clearly visible to end-users. If such operations consistently consume multiple 
seconds the user will regard the system as slow and unresponsive.  

With VSI 3.0 it is now possible to choose between ‘VSIMax Classic’ and 'VSIMax Dynamic’.  

4.5.1 VSIMax Classic 

VSIMax Classic is based on the previous versions of VSI, and is achieved when the average VSI response 
time is higher than a fixed threshold of 4000ms. This method proves to be reliable when no anti-virus or 
application virtualization is used.  

To calculate the response times the seven activities listed in the previous section are totaled. To balance 
these measurements are weighted before they are summed. Without weighting individual response 
times before they are totaled, one specific measurement (out of seven) could dominate the results.  

Within ‘VSIMax Classic’ two measurements are weighted before they are added to the total VSIMax 
response time: 
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 ‘Starting Microsoft Word with a document’ is divided by two (50%) 

 ‘Starting the “Search and Replace” dialogue’ is multiplied by five (500%) 

 

A sample of the VSIMax Classic response time calculation is displayed below: 

Activity (RowName) Result (ms) Weight (%) Weighted Result (ms) 

Refresh document (RFS) 160 100% 160 

Start Word with new doc (LOAD) 1400 50% 700 

File Open Dialogue (OPEN) 350 100% 350 

Start Notepad (NOTEPAD) 50 100% 50 

Print Dialogue (PRINT) 220 100% 220 

Replace Dialogue (FIND) 10 500% 50 

Zip documents (ZIP) 130 100% 130 

 VSIMax Classic Response Time  1660 

Then the average VSIMax response time is calculated based on the amount of active VSI users logged on 
to the system. When the average VSIMax response times are consistently higher than the default 
threshold of 4000ms, VSIMax is achieved. 

In practice however, tests have shown a substantial increase of application response time when 
antivirus and/or application virtualization is used. The baseline response time is typically around 1400 - 
1800 ms without application virtualization or antivirus. However, when anti-virus or application 
virtualization is used, the baseline response time varies between 2500 – 3500 ms.  

When the baseline response time is already so high the VSIMax Classic threshold of 4000ms is too easily 
reached. ‘VSIMax Classic’ will report a maximum long before system resources like CPU, RAM or disk are 
actually saturated.  

It was therefore decided to further optimize VSIMax calculation. Now in VSI 3.0 ‘VSIMax Dynamic’ is 
introduced to be able to support wildly varying baseline response times when anti-virus and/or 
application virtualization is used. 

4.5.2 VSIMax Dynamic 

Similar to ‘VSIMax Classic’, VSIMax Dynamic is calculated when the response times are consistently 
above a certain threshold. However, this threshold is now dynamically calculated on the baseline 
response time of the test.  

Five individual measurements are weighted to better support this approach: 

 Copy new doc from the document pool in the home drive: 100%  

 Microsoft Word with a document: 33.3% 

 Starting the “File Open” dialogue: 100%  

 Starting “Notepad”: 300% 

 Starting the “Print” dialogue: 200% 

 Starting the “Search and Replace” dialogue: 400%  

 Compress the document into a zip file with 7-zip command line 200% 
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A sample of the VSIMax Dynamic response time calculation is displayed below: 

Activity (RowName) Result (ms) Weight (%) Weighted Result (ms) 

Refresh document (RFS) 160 100% 160 

Start Word with new doc (LOAD) 1400 33.3% 467 

File Open Dialogue (OPEN) 350 100% 350 

Start Notepad (NOTEPAD) 50 300% 150 

Print Dialogue (PRINT) 220 200% 440 

Replace Dialogue (FIND) 10 400% 40 

Zip documents (ZIP) 130 200% 230 

 VSIMax Dynamic Response Time  1837 

 

Then the average VSIMax response time is calculated based on the amount of active VSI users logged on 
to the system. For this the average VSIMax response times need to consistently higher than a 
dynamically calculated threshold. To determine this dynamic threshold, first the average baseline 
response time is calculated. This is done by averaging the baseline response time of the first 15 VSI users 
on the system.  

The formula for the dynamic threshold is:  Avg. Baseline Response Time x 125% + 3000. As a result, 
when the baseline response time is 1800, the VSIMax threshold will now be 1800 x 125% + 3000 = 
5250ms. 

Especially when application virtualization is used, the baseline response time can wildly vary per vendor 
and streaming strategy. Therefore it is recommend to use VSIMax Dynamic when comparisons are made 
with application virtualization or anti-virus agents.  The result VSIMax Dynamic scores are aligned again 
with saturation on a CPU, Memory or Disk level, also when the baseline response time are relatively 
high.  

4.6 OVERVIEW VSIMAX BASELINE AND THRESHOLDS RATIOS 

The VSImax Dynamic threshold is based on the average baseline VSI response time of the test. As a 
result, the higher the baseline is, the higher the threshold will be. It is then possible to argue that high 
(bad) response times results in an unfair additional headroom to reach VSImax. In practice the opposite 
happens: in every single test performed, higher baseline response times result in a lower VSImax, which 
is fair and logical. 

This happens because the relative room to increase in response time, while the load on the server is 
growing, is smaller when the baseline is higher. 
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Name of Test Avg. Baseline Avg. Threshold Threshold Ratio 

Local installed 1417 4913 3,47 

App-V shared cache 2896 6910 2,39 

App-V pre cached 2042 5757 2,82 

App-V pre cached go offline 1954 5637 2,89 

App-V compressed 2974 7015 2,36 

App-V https stream 3075 7151 2,33 

App-V http stream 3008 7061 2,35 

App-V RTSP streaming 2975 7016 2,36 

Thinapp 4.6 local 2937 6965 2,37 

Thinapp 4.6 streamed 3022 7079 2,34 

Thinapp 4.5 local 3211 7335 2,28 

Thinapp 4.5 streamed 3206 7329 2,29 

Citrix streaming precached 3211 7335 2,28 

Citrix precached 5GB 3262 7404 2,27 

Citrix streamed 3268 7412 2,27 

 

Review the table above, it is clear that when the baseline response time of a specific configuration is 
higher, it does have relatively less room to increase until the VSImax threshold is reached. The higher 
the baseline Login VSI response time, the lower it relative ratio is to reach the VSImax threshold. 

4.7 INTERPRETING PROJECT VRC RESULTS 

Project VRC uses the product independent Login Consultants VSI 3.0 benchmark to review, compare and 
analyze desktop workloads on TS and VDI solutions. The primary purpose of VSIMax is to allow sensible 
and easy to understand comparisons between different configurations. 

The data found within Project VRC is therefore only representative for the VDI & TS workloads. Project 
VRC results cannot and should never be translated into any other workloads like Exchange, SQL, IIS, 
Linux, Unix, Domain Controllers etc… 

Also, the “VSIMax” results (the maximum amount of VSI users), should never be directly interpreted as 
real-world results. The VSI workload has been made as realistic as possible, but, it always remains a 
synthetic benchmark with a specific desktop workload. Real world TS and VDI performance is completely 
dependent on the specific application set and how these applications are used by the users. To include 
specific applications or customize the VSI 3.0 workload, VSI PRO can be used. 
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5. THE VRC PLATFORM  

Login Consultants and PQR have built the benchmark platform for Project VRC at PQR in a datacenter in 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Login VSI 3.0 was used to create transparent, reproducible and stable 
performance tests on Server Based Computing (SBC) and virtualized desktop (VDI) workloads. To 
effectively demonstrate the scalability of the Hypervisor platforms the benchmark environment has 
been built with the latest hardware- and software technologies. 

The focus in this whitepaper is to investigate the impact of Citrix, Microsoft, and VMware Application 
Virtualization in Virtual Desktop (VDI) scenario’s. For the tests in this whitepaper vSphere 4.1 is used. To 
perform image deployment in the different VDI tests scenarios VMware View 4 is used and RDP is used 
to connect to the desktop. 

5.1 HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 

All tests were performed on the following HP Proliant server hardware: 

Component Details 

Server Brand/Model HPDL380G6 

BIOS version P62 07/24/2009 

CPU 2 x Intel Quad core x5550@2.67GHz  

CPU cache 1Mb L2, 8Mb L3 

Memory 96GB; 1333MHZ 

Disk 8 x 146Gb, 820.2Gb, dual port 10.000RPM Serial SCSI 

RAID level RAID-5 with online spare (25% Read / 75% Write) 

RAID controller HP Smart Array P400i, with 512Mb and Battery Backed Write Cache 

RAID controller Firmware 5.20 

Integrated Lights Out (iLO) v2 Firmware  v1.79 

Network Interface NetExtreme II, Gb 
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5.2 LAUNCHER CONFIGURATION 

All the VSI launchers are installed and configured within Virtual Machines which are running on 
VMware. All the VSI launchers have been installed on Windows Server 2008 x86 Enterprise Edition SP2 
with 2vCPU and 3GB memory. The Microsoft Remote Desktop Client (v6.0.6001) is included in the OS, 
no special configuration settings are applied. The VMware View 4.5 client was used for this Application 
Virtualization whitepaper. 

The RDP connection to the target machines was set to: 

 1024x786 Resolution 

 16 Bit Color Depth 

 Speed Screen accelerators are disabled  

 Client Drives are disabled 

 Client Printing is disabled 

 Clear Type is not configured 

5.3 TEST APPROACH 

Unless mentioned otherwise, Project VRC consistently used these methodologies to perform their tests: 

 Before each test is started, the server host and launcher infrastructure are completely restarted 

to ensure the test is not influenced by previous tests. 

 In all tests the VMs are pre-booted, as a result the logon interval is always 30 seconds.. 

 To ensure vSphere’s Transparent Page Sharing (TPS) can free memory resources, each test is in-

itiated at least 20 minutes after the last VM has been started. 

 All tests are performed at least three times and the average result is reported in this document 

(both IO and VSIMax). 

 All VSIMax tests are performed with ESXTOP running in the background with a 60 second inter-

val. 

 Memory tests are performed on a single VM, the memory stats data is retrieved using remote 

perfmon. 

 All test are performed using local storage. 

 VMware View Composer is used to create and deploy the VMs. 

 Windows 7 was configured with 1GB memory. Windows 7 has roughly 600-700MB free memo-

ry available, which is more than enough for the VSI workload. 
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6. APPLICATION VIRTUALIZATION SOLUTIONS 

In this chapter, a quick overview of application virtualization is given. For more detailed information on 
application virtualization and the description of the solutions used in VRC, the whitepaper “Application 
Virtualization Smackdown” is a recommended read.  
http://virtuall.eu/download-document/application-virtualization-smackdown 

6.1 VIRTUALIZE AND STREAM APPLICATIONS 

Streaming is often associated or even confused with virtualization. However, both technologies can be 
used independently of each other.  

6.1.1 Streaming 

The delivery process of transporting the application specific data/resources to the end-point at the time 
the application is executed is called streaming. The application is quickly up-and-running and only the 
minimum amount of data (commonly between 10-30% of the total application) is delivered to a client 
before the application is launched. Not only does this result in a quicker first time launch for the user, it 
also results in significantly reduced load on the network (compared with full application distribution pre-
caching) and makes it possible to keep end-user desktop images stateless. Additional features of an 
application are delivered on demand, or ‘in the background’ without user intervention. Application 
packages are stored on a (centralized) server, which can be a dedicated or shared infrastructure 
component. The streaming protocol transports the data over the network in an optimized, efficient and 
secure way. 

Streaming can operate at a file-level (whole files are copied when they are needed) or block-level (file 
chunks are copied when they are needed) and cache resources locally on the endpoint for offline 
execution or faster subsequent startups. Streaming is particularly effective in well-connected 
environments where applications should be executed on-demand from a network resource and end-
user desktop images should be kept stateless – e.g. VDI and RDS/TS. 

6.1.2 Virtualization 

The process where applications are encapsulated or isolated from other applications and the underlying 
Windows Operating System on which they are executed is called Virtualization. This improves 
portability, manageability and compatibility and reduce conflicts of Windows ‘end-user’ applications. 
Virtualized applications run in their own discrete, or virtual, environments. 

Application Virtualization requires a virtualization layer that replaces part of the runtime environment 
normally provided by the operating system. The layer intercepts all function calls to the Windows 
Operating System such as File, Registry and objects such as COM and DCOM. The application is executed 
inside the Virtual Environment, (sometimes called bubble or sandbox) and behaves as if it is running 
alone in the Operating System. So the underlying Operating System is protected, since the Application 
Virtualization prevents changes to System Components. Applications can use the hardware- and 
software components that are installed and available inside the Operating System. While most 
application virtualization technologies today provide an adequate level of isolation between 
applications, thus preventing app-to-app conflicts, very few provide full OS isolation and are able to 
prevent app-to-OS conflicts. 

http://virtuall.eu/download-document/application-virtualization-smackdown
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7. TEST SCENARIOS 

This chapter describes how each test scenario was deployed. In all scenarios VMware vSphere 4.1 was 
used to host the desktops and VMware View 4.5 was used to deploy the VMs. To perform the tests for 
this whitepaper, VMware View was chosen because at that time, it provided the easiest way to redeploy 
the desktop VMs for each test scenario. 

7.1 DESKTOP VMS 

The VDI best practices, found in Phase III, are being used in the Windows 7 base image. It’s important to 
have a performance baseline. This baseline is created by installing applications and executing various 
test scenarios. In this whitepaper, this baseline is called “Locally installed” (though they run in a Virtual 
Machine). After that, the base image was adjusted by removing Microsoft Office 2007, Adobe Reader 
and Freemind, and then the virtualized applications were added or linked to the master image. A 
snapshot was taken and the 120 Virtual Machines were redeployed with the new snapshot, also known 
as the golden image. 

To test the application virtualization solutions with Login VSI it was decided to virtualize Microsoft Office 
2007 as a suite. By default, Login VSI uses a set of applications and Microsoft Office is a core component. 
Project VRC does not consider virtualizing the Office suite as a best practice. Because Microsoft Office is 
quite a large application suite, everyone needs Microsoft Office and a lot of other applications integrate 
or interact with Microsoft Office, overall it is considered a best practice to install Microsoft Office in the 
“golden image”.  

However, virtualizing Office will help better understand the overall impact of application virtualization. 
There are only a few applications which are so intensive on a CPU, memory and storage IO level. 
Consequently, the results published in this whitepaper should be considered as a ‘worst-case’ scenario. 
The overall impact and differences of application virtualization will probably never be seen in real-world 
scenarios.  

7.2 APP-V SCENARIOS 

Microsoft App-V 4.6 can be deployed in different ways and there are also a couple of streaming 
protocols available as well. The Microsoft App-V 4.6 client was installed in the golden image. Feature 
Block 1 was created with all packages by starting each executable and starting the “File, open…”-
dialogue. The application is sequenced to the Q: drive and the “autoload” App-V client feature was 
disabled. The “Require Authorization if Cached” setting was also disabled.  
The most commonly used scenarios were tested:  

Name of the scenario Details 

AppV46_Precache The App-V packages are located on a fileserver. In the golden image, the App-
V packages were preloaded with the following command: SFTTray /LOAD app 
/sftfile  

The default cache size was 6 GB, large enough to fully cache all the 
applications. 

See also: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd835527.aspx 

AppV46_Precache_ 
GoOffline 

The same method was used as with AppV46_Precache, except an extra key 
was added to the App-V client registry settings. There is a network key that 
can set the App-V client to offline mode. In offline mode, the client does not 
attempt to connect to an App-V Management Server or publishing server. 

AppV46_HTTP App-V packages can be streamed with using the HTTP protocol. A guide on 
how to set this up is available at: 
http://blogs.technet.com/b/appv/archive/2010/06/14/a-guide-to-app-v-
publishing-and-streaming-using-iis.aspx 
No packages were preloaded in the client’s cache.  

http://blogs.technet.com/b/appv/archive/2009/07/28/understanding-the-autoload-feature-of-microsoft-app-v-4-5.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd835527.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/appv/archive/2010/06/14/a-guide-to-app-v-publishing-and-streaming-using-iis.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/appv/archive/2010/06/14/a-guide-to-app-v-publishing-and-streaming-using-iis.aspx
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AppV46_RTSP The default streaming protocol used with App-V is RTSP(S). An App-V 
management server was used to manage the App-V packages and the App-V 
client connects to this App-V server during logon. No packages were preloaded 
in the client’s cache.  

AppV46_RTSP_ 
Compressed 

The same method was used as with AppV46_RTSP, but now the packages 
were compressed during sequencing. No packages were preloaded in the 
client’s cache. 

AppV46_RTSP_ 
Shared 

In Microsoft App-V 4.6 the Client supports using a shared read-only cache. The 
shared read-only cache enables the Client to use disk space efficiently in a VDI 
environment. More info can be found here:  
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee956915.aspx 

Table 1, Microsoft App-V test scenarios 

7.3 MICROSOFT READ-ONLY SHARED CACHE FOR APP-V 

Project VRC used the architecture described in figure 1 where the App-V shared cache is stored in a 
shared folder by a Windows Server 2008R2 file server. This share is accessed by the Windows 7 VMs 
using SMB version 2.0. Read IOPS are mostly cached by the file server and storage platform in memory. 

The Microsoft Knowledge base article, which describes the configuration of the Read-only shared cache 
for App-V mentions the words ‘shared folder’ and ‘path’ using an ‘UNC path’ as an example. 

 

The knowledge base article makes an important statement: “You must put the FSD file in a location that 

has the responsiveness and reliability equivalent to locally attached storage performance, for example, a 

SAN” as well. Keep in mind, scalability of the file server and storage infrastructure will impact response 
times in your own environment.  

 

7-1 Microsoft App-V shared cache configuration used by Project VRC 

The ease of setup and configuration was the main reason for Project VRC to use this file server  
architecture for the shared App-V cache. Besides this setup being used by Project VRC, the large 
majority (if not all) of real-world App-V shared cache deployments Project VRC sees uses this 
configuration as well.  

After the review of this whitepaper Microsoft App-V team believes that the Project VRC shared cache 
configuration performance did not show optimal performance. Microsoft recommends the 
configuration described in figure 2 where each VM is accessing the App-V read-only cache stored on a 
LUN (read-only through NTFS permissions). However, this is not specifically clear in the KB articles 
Microsoft published on this subject. 

App-V Read-only shared cache infrastructure – File server share access

File-Server Switch Hypervisor

Virtual 
Desktops

App-V cache location: \\Fileserver\Share\sftfs.fsd

App-V cache location: \\Fileserver\Share\sftfs.fsd

App-V cache location: \\Fileserver\Share\sftfs.fsd

 Storage Area Network (SAN) 
(4, 8 or 10Gb)

 Local Storage Local Area Network (LAN) (1 Gb)

LUN

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee956915.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee956915.aspx
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Figure 7-2, Microsoft App-V shared cache configuration best practices scenario from Microsoft 

From a performance perspective Project VRC agrees with Microsoft, the response times of applications 
increased significantly (especially application launch times almost doubled) using the shared cache on 
the file server in comparison to the pre-cached App-V client deployments. However, real-world shared 
App-V cache deployments are in general configured with this configuration.  

Interestingly, using a shared cache on a file server did not increase or decrease the total overhead: as a 
result, VSImax results where roughly similar with regular client cache set-ups.  

Project VRC was not able to test the configuration recommended by Microsoft before publication of this 
whitepaper. We are working closely with Microsoft on this topic and will update this whitepaper when 
we have found new results utilizing different App-V shared cache configurations. 

7.4 THINAPP SCENARIOS 

When we started phase IV of Project VRC, the latest version of ThinApp was 4.5. After ThinApp 4.6 was 
released, the packages were repackaged with ThinApp 4.6 and the tests were performed again.  
Because of a minor issue with measuring launch time of Microsoft Word, Login VSI and this version of 
ThinApp, all the tests were performed again with ThinApp 4.6.1, where this issue was resolved.  
No VMware ThinApp client or agent is installed in the golden image because the solution is client-less. 

Name of the scenario Details 

ThinApp45_Local The applications were packaged with ThinApp 4.5 and put on the golden 
image’s local drive. Thinreg was used to set the correct file type association. 
Office 2007 was packaged according to the best practices published by 
VMware: http://blogs.vmware.com/thinapp/2008/10/how-to-thinap-1.html 

ThinApp45_Stream The applications were packaged with ThinApp 4.5 and put on a share on a 
fileserver. Thinreg was used to set the correct file type association. 

ThinApp46_Local Same situation as with ThinApp45_local, only the applications were rebuilt 
with ThinApp 4.6. 

ThinApp46_Stream Same situation as with ThinApp45_Stream, only the applications were rebuilt 
with ThinApp 4.6. 

ThinApp46_cmprs-
optDisk 

There are 2 settings that can be set in the package.ini of the virtualized 
application: 
CompressionType= Fast  (default is “None”) 
OptimizeFor= Disk (default is “Memory”) 
Leaving both settings at default is considered best practice. Setting the 
settings to the above values will result in the smallest package, but this will 
impact the system resources. 

Table 2, VMware ThinApp test scenarios 

App-V Read-only shared cache infrastructure – Direct LUN access

File-Server Switch Hypervisor

Virtual 
Desktops

App-V cache location: D:\sftfs.fsd (Read only LUN)

App-V cache: sftfs.fsd

 Storage Area Network (SAN) 
(4, 8 or 10Gb)

 Local Storage
 Read/Write access

Local Area Network (LAN) (1 Gb)

 Storage Area Network (SAN) 
(4, 8 or 10Gb)

 Local Storage
 Read Only access

App-V cache location: D:\sftfs.fsd (Read only LUN)

App-V cache location: D:\sftfs.fsd (Read only LUN)

LUN

http://blogs.vmware.com/thinapp/2008/10/how-to-thinap-1.html
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7.5 CITRIX APPLICATION STREAMING SCENARIOS 

To virtualize applications with Citrix, you use the Citrix Streaming Profiler. In the VDI golden image, the 
Citrix Offline Plug-in 6.0.2 was installed. This is needed to stream and run XenApp “profiled” 
applications. 

Table 3, Citrix Application Streaming test scenarios 

 

 

 

 

Name of the scenario Details 

XA6_Precache Citrix Streaming Profiler 6.0.0.1304 was used to package the applications. In 
the golden image the Citrix Offline client was installed and the cache size was 
adjusted to 5GB. To be able to run the Citrix Streamed applications without 
XenApp servers, raderun.exe was used to execute the applications. 
http://community.citrix.com/display/ocb/2009/03/05/App+Streaming+-
+Running+apps+via+RadeRun 
Raderun.exe was also used to put the applications in local cache: 
http://support.citrix.com/article/CTX115191 

XA6_Streamed The same situation as with XA6_precache, except the applications were not 
precached in the golden image. The cache size was set to the default size 
(1024 MB). The total size of all virtualized applications was around 1700 MB. 
This means that when the cache is full, application bits are removed from the 
cache and loaded again when needed. 

XA6_Streamed_Cach
e5GB 

Same situation as with XA6_Streamed except the cache size was increased and 
set to 5 GB. After increasing the cache size all the applications can now fully be 
loaded in the local cache when needed. 

http://community.citrix.com/display/ocb/2009/03/05/App+Streaming+-+Running+apps+via+RadeRun
http://community.citrix.com/display/ocb/2009/03/05/App+Streaming+-+Running+apps+via+RadeRun
http://support.citrix.com/article/CTX115191
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8. IMPACT ON USER DENSITY 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the impact of Application virtualization in a VDI scenario is investigated and compared to 
a baseline scenario where applications are installed locally. The results in every graph are the number of 
users a single system can host in percentages. The scenario where application are installed locally is the 
baseline at 100%. 

8.2 MICROSOFT APP-V 

App-V can be deployed in different ways with different streaming protocols. In a VDI-scenario, the most 
common used deployment options are: 

 Streamed using RTSP protocol 

 Shared read-only cache 

 Applications pre-cached 

There are design choices  to be made about streaming or using Microsoft App-V shared read-only cache. 
When you want to use streaming functionality which protocol should you use? Other choices are 
important as well, like compression or not. You need to know what the performance consequences are 
from a system resource perspective. Different App-V test scenarios are performed  and the results 
(impact on user density for this host) are described in the graph below: 

 

Table 4, Impact on user density in VDI using App-V 

Conclusion: Each scenario shows that the amount of users using App-V in the VDI platform is around 
24% lower compared to locally installed applications. The best result is achieved with a setting called 
“Go Offline”. When this settings is enabled, the client will not communicate with App-V Management 
Servers or publishing servers. As seen in the results, the maximum number of users is a little higher, but 
considering this minor improvement, it isn’t a recommended settings in VDI, because eventually the 
clients need to contact the management server to be able to determine which (new) applications are 
available and allowed to start. By design, a “SharedCache” scenario prohibits the Clients from being 
going offline.  
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8.3 VMWARE THINAPP 

When applications are virtualized with ThinApp, there are two options to deliver the applications to the 
users: stream from a FileServer or pre deploy the applications to the end user’s (virtual) desktop. When 
building ThinApp packages, a couple of parameters can be configured. Generally, ThinApp should give 
the best performance with the default options but there are two “package.ini” parameters that can 
affect the performance of the system: 

 CompressionType=Fast   (default is “None”) 

 OptimizeFor=Disk              (default is “Memory”) 

“CompressionType=Fast” and “OptimizeFor=Disk” is sometimes configured for smaller packages, 
however this could have some impacts on the system.  

When the tests for this whitepaper were started, 4.5 was the latest release of ThinApp. Soon 4.6 was 
released and the application packages were repackaged with that version.  
Because of a minor issue with measuring launch time of Microsoft Word, Login VSI and this version of 
ThinApp, all the tests were performed again with ThinApp 4.6.1,where this issue was resolved.  
Different ThinApp test scenarios are executed and the results (impact on user density for this host) are 
described in the graph below: 

 

Table 5, Impact on user density in VDI using ThinApp 

There is a significant difference between VMware ThinApp 4.5 and 4.6. It is clear that a performance 
issue in the 4.5 release was resolved in the 4.6 release. From an execution performance perspective, it is 
highly recommended to rebuild ThinApp packages (or use relink.exe) with the latest release. Especially 
ThinApp local with version 4.6 shows a big user density improvement.  

Conclusion The amount of users using ThinApp in the VDI platform is between 19% and 26% lower 
compared to locally installed applications, depending on the location of the ThinApps (local or 
streamed). Based on these results it is fair to say that changing the mentioned “package.ini” parameters, 
CompressionType and OptimizeFor, is not a best practice for a VDI scenario.  
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8.4 CITRIX APPLICATION STREAMING 

With Citrix Application Streaming, there are not many performance related parameters to configure. 
One option is to stream the application with an empty cache on the client’s side, and the other is to 
stream with the applications already cached on the client’s desktop. Keep in mind is that default size for 
the local cache file is 1024 MB. In the performed tests, the total size of all applications were around 
1700 MB, so the default cache size is too small to keep all applications in cache. Tested scenarios: 

 XA6_Streamed = Packages streamed to the client with an empty cache (default size) 

 XA6_Streamed_Cache5GB = Packages streamed to the client with an empty cache (size = 5GB) 

 XA6_Precache = Packages streamed to the client, all applications are 100% pre-cached. (size = 
5GB) 

Different Citrix Application Streaming test scenarios are executed and the results (impact on user 
density for this host) are described in the graph below: 

 

Table 6, Impact on user density in VDI using Citrix Application Streaming 

Conclusion: The amount of users using Citrix Application Streaming in the VDI platform is around 44% 
lower compared to locally installed applications. The cause for this impact is explained in chapter 9. 
These results also show that in the performed tests, the (undersized) cache size (XA6_Streamed) didn’t 
impact the maximum number of users (XA6_Streamed_Cache5GB). 

Citrix has reviewed an early version of this whitepaper and confirms that they have seen similar results 
in their own performance labs. They are addressing the performance issues raised in this whitepaper as 
soon as possible. Project VRC will investigate the forthcoming hotfix and/or new Application Streaming 
software version and will update the whitepaper with latest results. 

8.5 STREAMED VS LOCALLY INSTALLED 

Delivering Virtualized applications to a Virtual Desktop can be done in two ways: streamed or locally 
cached. Streaming applications has the advantages that applications, or application updates, can be 
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delivered on demand. Only the bits required to use specific features of the application are transferred to 
the user. Each Application Virtualization vendor uses a different method to stream applications. If 
streaming of applications on demand is a requirement, it’s good to see the difference in maximum 
number of users between each vendor when applications are streamed.  

In the following graph the difference between the most commonly used streaming options are 
compared to locally installed applications. The impact on user density for this host is described in the 
graph below: 

 

Table 7, Impact on user density in VDI using streaming functionality of App-V, Citrix Streaming and ThinApp 

Conclusion: The amount of users using Citrix Application Streaming in the VDI platform is around 44% 
lower compared to locally installed applications. The amount of users using App-V in the VDI platform is 
around 23% lower compared to locally installed applications. The amount of users using ThinApp in the 
VDI platform is around 26% lower compared to locally installed applications. 

8.6 PRE-CACHED VS LOCALLY INSTALLED 

Another option to deliver virtualized applications to a user is to pre-cache the applications on the user’s 
(virtual) desktop. In a VDI scenario, applications can be pre-cached in the golden image or in a read-only 
shared cache using Microsoft App-V. The impact on user density for this host is described in the graph 
below: 
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Table 8, Impact on user density in VDI using pre-cache functionality of App-V, Citrix Streaming and ThinApp 

Conclusion:  User density using pre-cached application virtualization is comparable to streaming the 
virtual applications mentioned in previous chapter. ThinApp shows an increase of 7% more VSI user 
capacity when ThinApps are local compared to streamed. 

8.7 LIGHTWEIGHT VIRTUALIZATION SCENARIO IMPACT 

To understand what the more typical impact would be with Application Virtualization, also a more 
common virtualization scenario is tested. In this configuration VMware ThinApp, Microsoft App-V and 
Citrix Streaming are compared when only Excel 2007, Adobe Acrobat and FreeMind are virtualized. The 
other Office 2007 applications are locally installed: 
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In comparison to the worst case scenario with Office 2007 completely virtualized, this typical, more 
lightweight, scenario shows much less dramatic numbers: ThinApp and App – V have a 3% and 6% 
overhead, while Citrix Streaming has 12% overhead. With a lower number of Virtual applications it’s fair 
to mention that a Clientless solutions such as VMware ThinApp has a lower resource impact compared 
to a solution which has an agent installation.  How much overhead you will experience in practice will, as 
always, depend on the amount of applications and how they are used. 
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9. RESULTS - IMPACT ON APPLICATION RESPONSIVENESS 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

When talking about what is the ‘impact’ of application virtualization in VDI scenarios it’s important to 
understand that ‘impact’ can be defined in different ways. One definition is, the impact on the 
maximum number (VSIMax) of users that can be hosted on a VDI host, which can be seen in the 
previous chapter. Another way of looking at the definition is the impact on application responsiveness, 
for example the time it takes to start an application. In this chapter, the response-times of starting 
virtualized Word 2007 and starting a “file, open…”- dialogue window from within a virtualized Word 
2007 are compared. These kind of actions will impact the user experience directly. 

It’s important to notice that the perceived performance in all scenarios is something different than the 
measured performance in this benchmark. For example; starting the locally installed Microsoft Word 
application in 0.1 seconds or a Virtualized Word application in 0.4 second is a 400% measured increase. 
From a user perspective, the perceived performance of starting Word in both scenarios is good. 

9.2 STARTING WORD 

The time it takes to start Winword is one of the measurements used for the VSIMax calculation. This is a 
decent methodology to compare the user experience when applications are virtualized. The 
measurements shown in the graph below are averages of the first 10 measurements during 3 separate 
test-runs. This means that the system was not under stress because there were only a couple of users 
logged on. The locally installed version of Microsoft Word 2007 starts in about 0.8 seconds. 

Please Note: Within the Login VSI workload, already an instance of Outlook is running when WinWord is 
started. Both WinWord and Outlook are started from the same sequence/package/profile. As a result 
these application launch times do not include the creation of the bubble/virtualization environment. 
When WinWord is started, its bubble/virtualization environment is already created because Outlook 
was started at the beginning of the VSI loop. 

The results in the graph are the differences in time to start Virtualized WinWord in percentages 
compared to local_installed. (Lower is better) 

 

Table 9, Application responsiveness starting Word 2007 using Citrix Streaming, App-V and ThinApp in percentages 
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Keep the following in perspective. The results are shown in percentages. A difference between 0.5 
seconds and 2 seconds may not concern the user, but a difference between 5 and 20 seconds will. Also, 
keep in mind that the entire Office suite was packaged in one virtual package. 

During a VSI-test, the first time Winword starts isn’t used in the VSIMax calculations. This means that in 
ever scenario in the results above, Winword is already started at least once. Winword is already 
(partially) in the clients cache file. Starting a virtualized application for the first time with an empty 
cache would show different results. Also, starting an application which is not sharing its virtualization 
environment with other apps would return different results. The results in the graph are the differences 
in time to start Virtualized WinWord in seconds compared to local_installed. (lower is better) 

 

Table 10, Application responsiveness starting Word 2007 using Citrix Streaming, App-V and ThinApp in seconds 

Remember: Both WinWord and Outlook are started from the same sequence/package/profile. Outlook 
is already running when Winword is started. As a result, these application launch times do not include 
the creation of the bubble/virtualization environment.  

Conclusion on Microsoft App-V:  When App-V is fully pre-cached, Winword starts 20% slower compared 
to locally installed application. Compared to other configurations, this isn’t such a bad result. If you want 
the best experience for the user, locally pre-cache the App-V applications. Starting Winword using App-
V, without pre-caching it’s more than 400% slower than locally installed. Interestingly, using the App-V 
share cache on the file server, also has significantly higher application launch times as locally pre-
cached. The reason why fully pre-cached applications start that much faster than partially cached 
application is that it isn’t necessary to compare the cached blocks with the virtualized App-V package on 
the server.  

Conclusion on VMware ThinApp: The initial launch of Winword using ThinApp streamed is around 40% 
slower than locally installed. Streaming ThinApp Winword is a 20% faster  than running WinWord 
ThinApp on the local VM. Streaming ThinApp packages will be the preferred delivery option, because it’s 
more flexible and it will save disk space on your VDI desktops. 

Conclusion on Citrix Application Streaming: Citrix Application Streaming starts Winword 140% slower 
when pre-cached and 208% slower streamed than locally installed Winword. Citrix is aware of this 
degradation and are actively working to improve/resolve the underlying issue. 

9.3 START “FILE, OPEN…” DIALOGUE 

When a user Starts the “File, Open…”- or the “Print”-dialogue from a virtualized Microsoft Word 
application, there is interaction between the Virtual Environment of the virtualized Microsoft Word 
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application and the local file system and registry. The way that the virtualized applications interact with 
the OS can be a big influence on the user experience. Users normally don’t want to wait when clicking 
on an action in the application’s menu.  

It’s important to notice that the perceived performance in all scenarios is something different than the 
measured performance in this benchmark. For example; starting the locally installed Microsoft Word 
application in 0.1 seconds or a Virtualized Word application in 0.4 second is a 400% increase. From a 
user perspective performance of starting Word in both scenarios is good. 

The results below shows the average response times of 15 measurements during 3 test-runs each. With 
locally installed Microsoft Word, the “File, Open…”-dialogue opened in about 0.25 seconds. (lower is 
better) 

 

Table 101, “Start, File, Open dialog” using Citrix Streaming, App-V and ThinApp in percentages 

 

Table 112, “Start, File, Open dialog” using Citrix Streaming, App-V and ThinApp in seconds 

Conclusion: App-V and ThinApp are between 140% and 170% slower compared to local when it comes 
to this communication with the local system. The Citrix Application Streaming solution is even slower 
and shows that it has a real performance issue with communicating to the local system. Citrix is aware 
of this degradation and are actively working to improve/resolve the underlying issue. 
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10. RESULTS - IMPACT ON IO 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

You may not worry about impact of application virtualization on IO when using a tradition client-server 
approach, but in a VDI-scenario, the IO behavior can influence your VDI and storage design. There is a 
good whitepaper on “VDI and storage = deep impact” available for download that explains why this is 
important.  

In this chapter the differences between streaming and local cached virtualized applications are 
compared to local installed applications. The results show the impact on storage IO when using one of 
these solutions. The averages of total IOPS during the first 60 sessions of a VSI-test are being compared. 
This means that the IO Per Second (IOPS) of the host was being measured and measurements of logon, 
system IO and non-virtualized applications are included. In these comparisons, lower results are better. 

10.2 STREAMED VS LOCALLY INSTALLED: READ IO 

Streaming virtualized applications means that the packages are stored centrally and blocks are streamed 
on demand to the user. The difference in read operations can be seen in the graph below. (lower is 
better) 

 

Table 12, Read IOs - Stream vs Local installed using Citrix Streaming, App-V and ThinApp 

As mentioned, lower results are better when discussing IOPS.  

In general, streaming of applications has a positive effect on the read IOs from the VDI VMs perspective. 
However, the component where the virtualized applications are hosted (usually a fileserver) needs to be 
able to handle the read IOs required by the users. The decrease of read IOs in the chart means that the 
IOs are offloaded from the host where the virtual desktops are located. The read IOs will be needed on 
the host where the virtual applications are located. 

http://www.virtuall.eu/download-document/vdi-storage-deep-impact
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The good results of ThinApp streaming can be explained because ThinApp loads the virtualized 
applications into memory and doesn’t cache the application on disk. Only changes to the applications 
made by the users are stored on disk, in a dedicated sandboxed file or files.  

Conclusion: Citrix Application Streaming uses around 22% less read IOs compared to locally installed 
applications. Microsoft App-V uses around 27% less read IOs compared to locally installed applications. 
VMware ThinApp uses around 40% less read IOs compared to locally installed applications. 

10.3 PRE-CACHED VS LOCALLY INSTALLED: READ IO 

What if the virtualized packages are pre-cached on the desktop VMs? How will that impact the read IO 
on the storage? There is one scenario where the question is if this is a pre-caching scenario or a stream 
scenario and that is the App-V shared cache. This is a situation where the virtualized applications are 
pre-cached, but the cache-file is located on a network share. It’s a point of discussion whether this is 
streaming (where blocks are transferred when needed) or is more comparable to launching applications 
from a network share.  

In the following graph the difference in read IO are shown in percentages compared to local installed. 

 

Table 13, Read IOs – Pre-cached vs Locally Installed using Citrix Streaming, App-V and ThinApp 

Conclusion: Citrix Application Streaming will increase the read IOs with 37% compared to locally 
installed applications. VMware ThinApp on the other hand, has a decrease of almost 20% on read IOs 
when located locally on each desktop VM.  

Microsoft App-V shows two different results: one with lower read IOs and another with higher read IOs. 
The one with lower read IOs using Shared Read-only cache can be easily explained because the pre-
cached file is located on a network share. This is the location where the extra read IOs are needed. The 
App-V scenario with the pre-cache file located in the desktop VMs shows a small increase of 10% in read 
IOs compared to locally installed applications. 
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10.4 STREAM VS LOCALLY INSTALLED: WRITE IO 

It’s key to understand the storage requirements in VDI scenarios. The read/write ratio of the IOPS that is 
seen in practice in VDI scenarios demonstrate figures of 30% Read and 70% write, sometimes even as 
skewed as 10/90 percent. The fact is that all production VDI implementations demonstrate more writes 
than reads. And because writes are more costly than reads - on any storage system - the number of 
disks required increases accordingly. In the following graph the impact on write IOs in streaming 
scenarios is shown. (lower is better) 

 

Table 14, Write IOs - Stream vs Locally Installed using Citrix Streaming, App-V and ThinApp 

Conclusion: Streaming applications will cause more write IOs. Big differences can be seen between the 
different solutions. Citrix Application Streaming shows an increase of 32% on write IOs, App-V RTSP an 
increase of 38%, App-V HTTP an increase of 22% and ThinApp 21%. While ThinApp does not use a local 
cache file, but stream applications into memory, there is still an increase of write IOs. 

10.5 CACHED VS LOCALLY INSTALLED: WRITE IO  

Pre-caching applications has a positive effect on application launch times. Another reason to pre-cache 
applications is that there are probably less write IOs required for the desktop VMs. If this statement is 
true can be seen in the following graph. (lower is better) 
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Table 15, Write IOs - pre-cached vs Local installed using Citrix Streaming, App-V and ThinApp 

Conclusion: Pre-cache applications requires more write IOs per Virtual Desktop. Only Microsoft App-V 
pre-cached is close to local installed, just a small 3% increase in write IOs. App-V with shared cache 
shows an increase of 32% write IOs compared to locally installed applications. This could be a 
consideration for not use a shared cache file. VMware ThinApp shows the same write IO behavior as 
streamed which is around 21% increase in the amount of write IOs where Citrix Application Streaming 
has a 22% increase of write IOs compared to locally installed applications. 

10.6 GENERAL CONCLUSION IO IMPACT 

Conclusion: Pre-cache applications write less IOs compared to streaming applications scenarios. Except 
ThinApp (which shows the same write IOs) and App-V with a shared cache. In the graph, App-V 
SharedCache has a Write IO overhead of 30% compared to PreCache 

Streaming applications will cause a decrease of the read IOs between 20% and 45%. There will be more 
read IOs required on the server location of the virtual application packages, but these read IOs can be 
cached more easily. Streaming applications will cause an increase of the write IOs between 20% and 
45%.  Interestingly, PreCaching the applications seems to have the opposite effect for AppV and Citrix 
Streaming. As write IOs are more expensive than read IOs in a VDI environment, it is recommended to 
pre-cache applications where possible. 
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